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a family lives in the mexican countryside raising fighting bulls. 
 esther is in charge of running the ranch, while her husband juan, 
a world-renowned poet, raises and selects the beasts. when esther 
becomes infatuated with a horse-breaker, juan seems incapable to 
reach his own expectations about himself.



Carlos reygadas is a mexican film director, writer 
and producer. he studied law in mexico city and  later 
 specialized in armed conflict law and the use of force 
in london. after quitting the mexican foreign service 
he made four short films in belgium before filming 
japón, which was presented at the rotterdam and the 
cannes film festivals in 2002, where it received a special 
mention for the camera d’or. the film was  coproduced 
by himself and his long time producing partner, jaime 
romandía. in 2004 they produced amat esclante’s first 
film, sangre, and have since  coproduced the rest of 
them. in 2005 reygadas premiered at the cannes film 
 festival his second film, battle in heaven, in  competition. 
also at cannes he was awarded the jury prize in 2007 
for silent light and the best director award for post 
tenebras lux in 2012.





DIRECTOR’S FILMOGRAPHY

2018: OUR TIME (nuestro tiempo) 

2012: POST TENEBRAS LUX

2007: SILENT LIGHT (luz silenciosa)

2005: BATTLE IN HEAVEN (batalla en el cielo)

2002: JAPAN (japón)









MAIN CAST

carlos reygadas: juan
natalia lópez: esther
phil burgers: phil

NATALIA LÓPEZ AS ESTHER

natalia lópez is a mexican editor and  writer. she has 
been an  active  editor since 2006, working  alongside 
amat  esacante and carlos reygadas as their film 
editor. known for heli, silent light, jauja and post 
 tenebras lux.

PHIL BURGERS AS PHIL

phil burgers is an american actor and   writer, known 
for the sketch show: the characters. his most  notable 
success to date is with the character dr. brown, a 
physical character based in an absurd world.

















it isn’t difficult to define what unilateral love is; for example, that which one 
professes for forests or animals, what one feels for a place or a friend, that 
which we feel for our children or perhaps, even that which may be felt for 
one’s parents. but when we speak of love between a couple all approaches seem 
much more complex. although not often, we tend to ask sensitive questions: 
how do we distinguish love from possession? fidelity from loyalty? do we 
need sexual exclusivity? can love last forever? or is that which unites a couple 
to the end something more like habit? less common, however, synthesising the 
questions above, arises another question which is: when we love our spouse, 
do we always want their wellbeing above all else? or only to the extent that 
this does not affect ours? in short: is love relative?

in a world that is coming to a close, that of fighting bulls, surrounded by 
love and family harmony, the couple in this film confronts these issues in a 
radical manner: by facing the imminent destruction caused by an extramarital 
desire. juan wants to live his love in the most absolute sense and expects the 
same in return. 

esther appears to be a revitalising catalyst. damage can be part of love, 
but can a couple survive such a situation without suffering an irreparable 
fracture?

the film involves the presence and life of the fighting bulls: their  instinctive 
passing of time. the bulls are a reference, not necessarily allegorical, of 
the life of humans: rational and animals, governed by their values but 
also subject to their instincts. the aim is not to describe love or death 
but to feel something similar to the experience of ceasing to be loved or 
 having the impression of it.

we will shoot landscapes, animals and people from tlaxcala. time will be 
told through the changing of the seasons; thoughts with more dialogue 
than i‘ve employed in previous films; the emotions with the sensations of 
the characters.

-Carlos Reygadas-
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